Abstract. The main objective of the workshop was to bring together researchers in mathematical statistics and related areas in order to discuss recent advances and problems associated with statistical recovery of geometric and invariant structures. Topics include adaptive estimation, confidence sets and testing techniques, as well as statistical algorithms for geometrical structure recovery and data analysis.
Introduction by the Organisers
The theory of optimal function and density estimation has been fundamental to mathematical statistics for many decades. However, it is well understood nowadays that for many modern complex statistical models the full reconstruction of the underlying function is an overly ambitious task. Similarly, this problem arises for the recovery of the full parameter vector in high and ultra high dimensional (generalized) linear models. This becomes particularly apparent if rigorous statistical inference is targeted, e.g. confidence statements for the underlying object to be recovered. There is a variety of results available nowadays which detail these limitations: as one concrete example, it has been shown that adaptive confidence bands (in sup norm) for functions with different smoothness index (e.g. for Sobolev scales) cannot exist as this function space is too complex.
Currently, two possible routes out of this dilemma are being developed, and both have been discussed in this workshop to elucidate a unifying perspective:
(1) To restrict the object of interest by prior information on its geometry, in particular for discrete structures. This leads to new challenges for geometrically-constrained inference at the cutting edge of statistical efficiency and efficient computation. This includes the estimation of discrete structures such as the active nodes in graphical models, networks, or rankings.
(2) To focus on partial information of the structure which potentially allows for inference uniformly over the underlying set of models. The workshop was complemented by a young researchers late night session, where a total of 11 PhD students and early postdocs presented their work in short talks. This was accompanied by wine and cheese served by the organizers, which created a particularly relaxed atmosphere. In summary, this was an extremely fruitful and lively workshop where many ideas around geometric and invariant inference have been exchanged between different communities. This includes experts in network analysis, sparse recovery, function estimation, statistics for metric structures and causality, to mention a few.
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